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At 532,542,  Horizons is 
the largest circulation 

publication in WA
The RAC is the leading member 

organisation in Western Australia and 
publishes Horizons six times per year as 

the primary method of communication 
with its members. It reaches 50% of 

households across the state.

Horizons is published by Hardie 
Grant Media, one of Australia’s 

largest independent publishers 
of books, magazines, maps and 

online media. We are consistently noted 
for our high-quality products, creative 
advertising solutions and professional 

marketing expertise, which we hope 
to share with advertisers. Teaming up 

with Media Tonic, Perth’s leading media 
agency, we will open up a world or 

opportunities for advertisers.Proudly and 
unmistakably  
Western Australian 
Exceptional design 
and editorial enhances 
the sense of local 
pride to connect with 
readers and provide the 
ideal environment for 
advertisers. 

You’ll feel at home  
in Horizons.
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Introducing

Every issue of 
the magazine is 
available on the 
RAC website, free 
of charge!

Your brand 
in print and 
online every 
month
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Fast facts:

41% 
of readers received a  
discount or other  
member benefit as a result  
of seeing it in Horizons.

Research Panel August 2014

3 0% 
of members have bought  
a product or service  
as a result of seeing it  
advertised in Horizons.

Research Panel August 2014

53% 
of readership is over  
45 years old.

IPSOS Nov 2012
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Statistics

Members: 

840,000 
Circulation: 

532,542

Readership:

837,420
Reach:

50%
of WA households

Apr 2016 - Sep 2016
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Display advertising   

Ad size Frequency/rate 

 Casual  3 x  6 x

Full page  $11,495 $10,920 $10,345

Half Page (horizontal) $6,895 $6,550 $6,200

Third Page strip $4,975 $4,725 $4,475

Quarter page $3,730 $3,540 $3,360

Double Page Spread $21,360 $20,295 $19,225

Inside Front Cover $13,800 $13,100 $12,420

Outside Back Cover $13,800 $13,100 $12,420

Inside Back cover $13,285 $12,620 $11,950
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Rates & dates

Contact 
Des McNamara
e: des@mediatonic.com.au
t: (08) 9388 7844
m: 0434 417 682

Kerri Spillane
Advertising Sales Manager, East Coast
e: kerrispillane@hardiegrant.com.au
t: (03) 8520 6444 October / November 2013  Horizons  39

R
ob Mason’s muscle car 
keeps a secret under 
its hood. His much-
loved Ford Mustang 
accelerates quickly, 

drives smoothly and needs not a 
drop of fuel, powered instead by a 
bank of lithium batteries. 

It goes against the perception 
that all electric vehicles (EVs) 
are little city runabouts, but Mr 
Mason, the co-owner of conversion 
company EV Works, says he is 
seeing more people wanting to 
convert iconic cars they keep for 
special occasions rather than the 
daily commute. 
“Probably the most common 

All electric
With a small but slowly increasing number  
of electric vehicles making an appearance  
on our roads, Ruth Callaghan investigates  
the pros and cons of going electric.

Motoring

Words Ruth Callaghan

conversion we do is because 
people have a car, the engine might 
be a bit tired, but they still really 
like the vehicle,” says Mr Mason. 
“This year we have done a Triumph 
Stag. We are doing a Porsche 
Roadster. We have done probably 
five BMWs because the car is a 
little more advanced in comfort 
and safety and if the motor goes it 
costs more to replace.”

However, despite petrol prices 
spiralling upwards, this is still not 
enough to overcome the cost of 
converting a car to electric power, 
says Mr Mason. With an average 
conversion costing upwards of 
$25,000, including close to $10,000 

just for batteries, it is a significant 
investment. “I don’t think the 
economy is the main reason people 
do conversions. You can spend a lot 
of money on getting a conversion 
done and you may need to keep the 
car for 10 years to justify it,” he says. 
“We see a mixture of environmental 
reasons, curiosity and ‘look, I’ve got 
an electric car’.”

Price is not the only challenge 
electric vehicles face in winning 
acceptance. “There are practical 
barriers and psychological barriers,” 
says Professor Thomas Bräunl, 
Robotics Expert from the University 
of Western Australia and Technical 
Director of the two-year WA Electric 

Electric vehicles 
are cheap to 

run, and have 
vastly reduced 

maintenance costs 
due to the lack 

of a combustion 
engine.
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Vehicle Trial that concluded last 
year. “For most families with two 
cars, it would be possible to use 
one electric car without a problem 
but still many people would have 
issues – they worry about what 
would happen if they had to go for 
a longer trip and couldn’t make it. 
That’s the problem which  remains.”

A clear picture of EV use
The WA Electric Vehicle Trial 
brought together a number of major 
WA organisations, including the 
RAC, to test how well drivers would 
receive electric cars as fleet vehicles 
and to develop a better picture of 
the economics of electric vehicles 
compared to conventional cars.

Many of the results of the $1 
million, two-year trial were positive. 
The 43 drivers surveyed were 
mostly satisfied with the vehicles, 
liked the performance and their 
energy efficiency, and found driving 
to be little different from that in 
ordinary cars. Most also described 
the driving experience as smooth 
and quiet. But a big barrier was 
the range for electric vehicles, 
particularly in a sprawling city like 
Perth where the distance from 
Alkimos in the north to Rockingham 
in the south is almost 90km. 

Although the cars in the trial 
had a range of 120km between 
charging, the researchers found a 
high level of ‘range anxiety’, with 
almost half the drivers indicating 
they engaged in significant trip 
planning, particularly for trips 
greater than 30km, just in case. 

While electric vehicles are cheap 
to run, and have vastly reduced 
maintenance costs due to the lack 
of a combustion engine, the cars are 
relatively expensive fleet vehicles.

What’s the cost?
The $16,000 cars used in the WA 
Electric Vehicle Trial each cost 
more than $30,000 to convert, 
for example, while an originally 
engineered electric vehicle such as 
the Nissan Leaf or Holden Volt can 

cost $40,000 to $60,000. Typically, 
their similarly sized, conventionally 
powered counterparts start from 
around half the price. And some 
of the most anticipated new 
arrivals have neither a price tag 
nor a release date. Earlier this year 
British car maker Liberty Electric 
Car forecast a vehicle that could 
drive 1000 miles (1600km) on one 
charge, but there are no details 
as to when such a car could be 
available. “The price is reasonably 
prohibitive, even if you factor in the 
savings on fuel,” says Dr Bräunl. “I 
think if you see larger fleets taking 
in electric vehicles that would be 
the way to go because they can 
afford to have a few EVs and when 
they go into the second-hand 
market that means they come 
down in price.

These are big challenges, but 
for those who have driven electric 
vehicles on a regular basis, there is 
still a lot to like. “They are a little bit 
different in that they can accelerate 
surprisingly quickly — and of 
course they are so quiet,” says 
RAC Manager of Vehicle and Fuels, 
Alex Forrest. 

Motoring

“There is no engine noise, no 
vibration and the only thing that 
will tell you that the car is switched 
on when you are stationary is the 
light on the dashboard. That can be 
a little unnerving at first but it is an 
adjustment people make quickly. 
They keep up with traffic just fine.”

Important differences
Internally, electric vehicles look 
very similar to the petrol or diesel 
cars they seek to replace, with 
some minor differences. “Because 
conventionally fuelled vehicles are 
used as the yardstick for electric 
vehicles, the makers of electric 
vehicles try to make them as 
user-friendly as possible, and that 
typically means the accelerator, 
the brake, the steering wheel and 
all major controls are in the same 
place,” says Mr Forrest.

“The gear lever will be in the 
same position, but sometimes the 
gear selector resembles a joystick 
more than a conventional lever. 
Instead of a fuel gauge, you get a 
charge gauge that shows in a similar 
way how much power you have in 
the batteries. You might also have 
on the dashboard little icons which 
come up when you are driving in 
a power saving way and that will 
encourage you to keep driving that 
way to maximise the fuel in the tank, 
even if the tank is really a set of 
batteries.”  Mr Forrest acknowledges 
those little differences – coupled 
with a heavier weight due to the 
batteries and the lack of engine 
noise – could turn off some car 
buffs. “There will always be a group 
of people who will miss the noise 
an engine makes, particularly those 
drivers for whom it is all part of the 
experience,” he says.

For Rob Mason, who now has 
four electric vehicles in his name, 
there are other benefits that make 
up for the loss of growl. “The last 
time I went to a petrol station was 
to fill up my wife’s car for a country 
drive. We are talking the first time in 
about seven years.” ●

They can accelerate 
surprisingly quickly ... 
there is no engine noise, 
no vibration and the 
only thing that will tell 
you the car is switched 
on ... is the light on the 
dashboard.

38-41_electric.indd   40 9/09/13   10:03 AM
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C
ar quality has improved 
massively since Henry 
Ford was churning out 
Model-T Fords every 
three minutes in 1908. 

That watershed vehicle deserves 
its exalted place in history because 
its mass-production methodology 
gave birth to today’s car industry. 
But by today’s standards the Ford 
Model-T is a lemon. Yes, it seemed 
convenient, reliable and fuss-free 
because its main rival was a poo-
dropping horse and rickety old 
buggy. In reality, Model-T owners 
either needed to be mechanics or 
retain a mechanic to keep their 
motorised buggy running.

After almost a century of rapid 
development in the car industry, 
you’d expect humanity to have 
perfected the motor car. And 
we probably would have if our 
demands had stopped with the 
Model-T’s simple four wheels and a 
seat. But every generation expects 
more from their transport: more 
performance, more economy, more 
luxury, more technology, more 
space and always at a cheaper 

Loving  
the lemon

price. It’s a battle car companies  
can never win, and one that can 
quite easily become a nightmare. 
Just ask Holden.   
 
A car possessed
The Holden Viva was first sold as a 
Daewoo Lacetti (2003-04) before 
donning the Holden badge in 2005, 
but both versions were riddled with 
problems. Owners complained of 
engines refusing to stop even with 
the key removed, of wipers and 
lights operating as if possessed, and 
air-conditioning failing within weeks 
of the car leaving the dealership. 
Then there were internal engine 
issues (timing belts, head gaskets, 
oil pumps, pistons, valve-springs), 
transmission issues (bearings, 
synchros, clutch failures) and  
suspension issues. The list of the 
Lacetti/Viva’s problems is as long as 
the list of disgruntled owners, so it’s 
no wonder Holden decided against 
carrying the name onto its new 
Cruze small car, which so far has 
proved relatively more reliable.

But even the plagued Viva pales 
in comparison to the true Lord of 

Cars are safer, more reliable and more 
desirable than ever before, but it wasn’t 
always that way. Glenn Butler remembers 
some of the machines Australian  
motorists would rather forget. 

top: The 2005 Holden Viva 
was a rebadged Daewoo and 
riddled with problems.

bottom: The English-built 1970s 
Triumph TR7 two-door coupe 
is the true Lord of Lemons.

Words Glenn Butler

34-37_lemoncars.indd   34 9/09/13   10:01 AM
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Lemons, the English-built Triumph 
TR7 two-door coupe. This wedge-
shaped sports car is the only car 
in history to close three different 
manufacturing plants. Perhaps 
prophetically, its internal codename 
was Bullet.

Severe corrosion is the main 
reason many of the 140,000 TR7s 
built haven’t survived to this day, 
but it’s far from the only one. The 
TR7 sub-standard Lucas wiring’s 
exposed connections were prone 
to shorting, rendering various 
electric systems and even the 
engine inoperable. If the TR7’s two-
litre, four-cylinder engine did start 
there was no guarantee it would 
continue that way. It was prone to 
overheating, used too much oil, 
split hoses, broke timing chains 
and even suffered from in-cylinder 
corrosion. 

By far the TR7’s biggest problem 
was deliberate sabotage. The 
English car industry in the 1970s 
was besieged by industrial action 
and strikes, and the TR7’s Speke 
factory suffered more than most. 
It was largely staffed by ex-sailors 
and dock workers not used to 
the strict expectations of British 
Leyland management. So, they  
either went on strike, or practised 
wilful disobedience, turning out 
sub-standard TR7s.

 
Brakes, what brakes?
Japanese brands like Toyota and 
Nissan are at the top of global 
reliability surveys today, but they 

haven’t always made good all-
round cars. Take the Datsun 120Y 
sold in Australia from 1974 to 1978. 
The car cornered like a drunken 
sailor, its 65hp four-cylinder 
engine struggled on downhills, 
and the brakes were mostly for 
show. Sadly, the 120Y was built 
like a tank, so there are still a few 
examples blundering around the 
streets today. And, because of their 
incredible reliability, current owners 
refuse to see the 120Y’s many flaws. 

Where cars of the ‘60s and 
‘70s were cobbled together by 
men and women on production 
lines, modern cars are constructed 
in factories filled with robots. 
Automation has made a huge 
difference to vehicle quality and 
reliability.

“Automated manufacturing 
has been around for years now,” 
says RAC Manager of Vehicles 
and Fuels Alex Forrest. “The 
sophistication of those automated 

The Datsun 
120Y ... cornered 
like a drunken 
sailor.... and  
the brakes  
were mostly  
for show.

machines combined with the 
increased prevalence of computer-
aided design has helped improve 
general-build quality significantly.  
A new Hyundai hatchback is a  
vastly better quality car than its  
1993 equivalent.” 

The quality of Australian cars has 
varied throughout the years, says  
Mr Forrest. “We’ve seen cars that 
were below average even for their 
time, such as the Chrysler KB 
Centura and Holden JB Camira. But 
there have also been Aussie cars 
which were excellent for their time, 
such as the Ford XY Falcon, the 
Holden VL Commodore and even 
the current VF Commodore.”

Washing machine on wheels
One of Australia’s first forays into 
building a bad car came with the 
oddly-named Lightburn Zeta in 1963. 
Adelaide-based washing machine 
and cement mixer maker Lightburn 
and Co was convinced its small car 
was the next big thing. It wasn’t. For 
starters, this tiny fibreglass-bodied 

top left: The 
Datsun 120Y sold 
in Australia from 
1974 to 1978.

top right: The 
1970s Morris 
Marina was 
subjected to a 
ruthless cost-
cutting program 
that ripped 
out reliability, 
desirability 
and dynamic 
competence. 

above: The Ford 
Pinto suffered 
terrible product 
design by putting 
the fuel tank right 
behind the rear 
bumper.

Motoring
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Onserts
Price on application  
based on size and weight

Deliver to: 
Fuji Xerox Goods Inwards 
Door 2, 11 Wood Street 
Bassendean WA

Position loadings
5%  Right hand page   

10%  Early right hand page   

Issue Display Ad 
Booking Deadline

Cancellation 
Deadline

Display Ad Material 
Deadline

Distribution

Dec/Jan 2017 Thur 13 Oct Wed 5 Oct Wed 19 Oct Wed 16 Nov

Feb/Mar 2017 Wed 7 Dec Wed 30 Nov Wed, 14 Dec Wed 25 Jan

Apr/May 2017 Wed, 22 Feb Wed 15 Feb Wed, 1 Mar Wed 22 Mar

Jun/July 2017 Wed, 19 Apr Wed 12 Apr Wed, 26 Apr Wed 17 May

Aug/Sep 2017 Wed, 21 Jun Wed 14 Jun Wed, 28 Jun Wed 19 Jul

Oct/Nov 2017 Wed, 23 Aug Wed 16 Aug Wed, 30 Aug Wed 20 Sep

Dec/Jan 2018 Wed, 18 Oct Wed 11 Oct Wed, 25 Oct Wed 15 Nov
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Material specs

Third page

Image area D80mm x W178mm

Double page 

Image area  D246mm x W380mm 

Trim size  D270mm x W404mm

Bleed size  D280mm x W414mm

Full page 

Image area  D246mm x W178mm 

Trim size  D270mm x W202mm

Bleed size  D280mm x W212mm

Half page 

Image area D120mm x W178mm

Quarter page 

Image area D120mm x W86mm

General artwork specifications:

l Advertising material is to be supplied to the correct 
publication page size. Taking special care to include 
bleed, trim and registration marks. (Minimum bleed 
size is 5mm. Trim and marks must be offset 
5mm outside of the trim.) Printer PDF settings 
can be provided on request. Do not include 
registration marks or colour bars.
l Avoid running type across the gutter of a double 
page spread. 
l Text and logos should be no closer than 5mm from 
the trim to avoid being cut off in the printing process.
l All type should be a minimum of 6pt and 8pt for 
reversed type. 
l Files must be saved in CMYK format. Spot colours, 
RGB or LAB colour formats will be rejected. 
l Images need to be minimum 300dpi at print size. 
Black & white/line art should be 600dpi.
l Solid black panels or backgrounds should carry 
40% cyan to ensure a rich black.
l Do not supply black text made up of multiple 
colours. Three and four colour black text is 
unacceptable.
l Total ink limit should be between 280-310%.
l To ensure accurate colour reproduction,  
Hardie Grant Media recommends a 3DAPv3 
approved digital proof. Please go to  
www.3dap.com.au for more details. 
l File must be a high res 3DAP PDF
l Advertising material supplied incorrectly may be 
subject to a production charge if Hardie Grant is 
required to amend it.

3DAPv3 Colour Proofs

1. Colour proofs must be created at 100% of 
advertisement size and be supplied with your 
advertising material.
2. In order to verify the proof, it will need to contain 
the 3DAPv3 control strip.
3. Tearsheets or colour laser prints are NOT 
acceptable forms of proofs.
4. If a 3DAPv3 colour proof is not supplied,  
Hardie Grant Media and the printer will  
not accept responsibility for the printed result  
of the supplied advertising.
5. The proof must be set up to the correct paper type 
of the magazine.

Material enquiries to

Hannah Louey  
Editorial & Advertising Assistant  
Hardie Grant Media 
Ground Floor, Building 1
658 Church Street, Richmond 3121
tel: 03 8520 6444 fax: 03 8520 6422 
email: hannahlouey@hardiegrant.com.au

l Avoid running type into the 
gutter of your double page 
ad. Allow at least 24mm clear 
space in the centre of artwork 
for the gutter.

l Don’t place text or logos 
closer than 5mm to the trim to 
avoid being cut off during the 
printing process.

l Trim area ads must include 
5mm bleed on all sides.  
We cannot accept a trim area 
ad without bleed.

Finished artwork material requirements 

There are five methods for supplying your 
advertising material to Hardie Grant Media. 

1. Via Adstream/Quickcut

Please use ‘N/A’ for the booking number.  
For more information regarding Quickcut 
please contact:  
Adtstream: 1300 423 787
enquiries@adstream.com.au  
Web: visit.adstream.com.au/au/print

2. Emailed PDF  
(file size must be under 8MB)

l Supply of advertising material in this way 
means you are wholly responsible for any 
changes to material required by you, Hardie 
Grant or its clients. 
l Ensure advertisement is the correct size 
(including 5mm bleed if you choose a trim  
size ad). 
l All images must be CMYK and 300dpi 
and ensure fonts are embedded when 
creating the PDF file.
l PDFs must be created using the 3DAP job 
options and include crop marks, bleed and 
registration marks. 
l PDF job options can be downloaded from 
www.3dap.com.au and it is advised that you 
use these job options to make your PDF as 
they are industry standard. PC and Mac 
versions are available as well as step-by-step 
instructions.

3. Via Dropbox

www.dropbox.com

4. Via Wetransfer

www.wetransfer.com

Preferred

CROP MARKS 
MUST BE OFFSET 

5mm

CROP MARKS 
MUST BE OFFSET 

5mm

CROP MARKS 
MUST BE OFFSET 

5mm
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The Member Benefits section provides advertisers 
with an opportunity to promote their business to our 
members at a discounted advertising rate.
In return, we ask that you provide our members with an exclusive offer not 
commonly available in the marketplace. 

What we look for: 
·  Unique and best offer that will remain market competitive

·  First class customer service

Long-term advertisers may be invited to become part of the RAC Member Benefits 
program. 

For more information about the program visit rac.com.au/memberbenefits or email 
member.benefits@rac.com.au.
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Member benefits

Member Benefits rates   

Ad size Frequency/rate ex gst 

 1-3 issues  4-6 issues  

Full page $9,295 $8,365 

Half page horizontal $5,420 $4,870 

Quarter page $3,670 $3,300 

Eight page $1,835 $1,650

Member Benefits deadlines

Contact 
Des McNamara
e: des@mediatonic.com.au
t: (08) 9388 7844
m: 0434 417 682

Issue Member Benefits 
Booking Deadline

Cancellation Member Benefits 
Material Deadline

Distribution

Dec/Jan 2017 Mon 10 Oct 2016 Thur 29 Sept 2016 Thur 13 Oct 2016 wed 16 Nov 2016

Feb/Mar 2017 Thur 24 Nov 2016 Mon 14 Nov 2016 Mon 28 Nov 2016 Wed 25 Jan 

Apr/May 2017 Tue 7 Feb Fri 3 Feb Fri 17 Feb Wed 22 Mar

June/July 2017 Wed 5 Apr Fri 24 Mar Fri 7 Apr Wed 17 May

Aug/Sep 2017 Thur 8 Jun Tue 30 May Tue 13 Jun Wed 19 Jul

Oct/Nov 2017 Tue 8 Aug Fri 28 Jul Fri 11 Aug Wed 20 Sep

Dec/Jan 2018 Mon 9 Oct Fri 30 Sep Fri 13 Oct Wed 15 Nov

For more ways to save visit rac.com.au/memberbenefits
MemberBenefits

WIN
5 nights   
 in Yallingup     see page 62

Save up  
to 24% on 
Adventure 
World day 
passes
see page 63

60-61_mbenefits_cover3.indd   61 7/01/16   10:41 AM
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CALL TO ACTION
Contact 0418 928 902 or email termico.com.au

200 words to go herenon porum haruntium anim qui 
bearita quas utemper iorrum quid militat. Is dolorem. 
Delese velenimi, ulpario corpore iuscillit re sunt aut quam 
que labo. Nam, corporeri in nus aborate rehenim etur, 
sam, quuntius sequi santotassunt veles moluptas esti 
dolupidessi quiscil laborenihit ute pore conessit quassim 
agniaturi utem qui qui nobis illa vellate turitiscil illupis 
sin reculpa ritatus quundi cuscium harcidis mo corisquid 
eos quatem ad erum aut asped que nonetur sam re sus 
etumqui doluptis dolupis eos et occuptas eium eossum 
non resequatur aut qui tem natur, tes sentibusam delit 
molupta temoditiatem iderrovitate coraeri? 200 words 

to go herenon porum haruntium anim qui bearita quas 
utemper iorrum quid militat. Harcidis mo corisquid eos 
quatem ad erum aut asped que nonetur sam re sus 
etumqui doluptis dolupis eos et occuptas eium eossum 
non resequatur aut qui tem natur, tes sentibusam delit 
molupta temoditiatem iderrovitate. 200 words to go 
herenon porum haruntium anim qui bearita quas utemper 
iorrum quid militat. Harcidis mo corisquid eos quatem ad 
erum aut asped que nonetur sam re sus etumqui doluptis 
dolupis eos et occuptas eium eossum non resequatur aut 
qui tem natur, tes sentibusam utemper iorrum quid militat. 
Harcidis mo corisquid eos delit molupta temoditiatem

LOGO

RECEIVE A 35% DISCOUNT 
FLOREAT PROPERTY SETTLEMENTS

Member benefits

Full page 

Images: supply up to 4 high res
Words: supply up to 200 
Logo: supply .ai or .eps file

Half page 

Images: supply up to 4 high res
Words: supply up to 90 
Logo: supply .ai or .eps file

Client Supplied
Size: 185mm w x 112mm h
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*Late por sundit volupta spelecae sunt, enectia esequi renducia susae. Et harum quunt.

RECEIVE A 35% 
DISCOUNT WITH 
FLOREAT PROPERTY 
SETTLEMENTS
100 words to go herenon porum haruntium anim qui 
bearita quas utemper iorrum quid militat. Is dolorem. 
que labo. Nam, corporeri in nus aborate rehenim etur, 
sam, quuntius sequi santotassunt veles moluptas esti 
dolupidessi quiscil laborenihit ute pore conessit quassim 
agniaturi utem qui qui nobis illa vellate turitiscil illupis 
sin reculpa ritatus quundi cuscium harcidis mo corisquid 
eos quatem ad erum aut asped que nonetur sam re sus 
etumqui doluptis dolupis eos et occuptas eium eossum 
non resequatur aut qui tem natur, tes sentibusam delit 
molupta temoditiatem iderrovitate coraeri? 

 
WE’LL MATCH ANY  
WRITTEN QUOTE
Call 0418 928 902  
or email floreat@multiline.com.au

LOGO

Client Supplied
Size: 185mm w x 227mm h

Design options 

Advertisers can choose from the 
templates and sizes below if they do 
not have their own artwork available. 
We will work with you to design your 
advertisement within the specifications 
and provide it to you for your approval.
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Quarter page 

Images: supply up to 4 high res
Words: supply up to 60 
Logo: supply .ai or .eps file

Client Supplied
Size: 90mm w x 112mm h

Eighth page 

Images: supply 1 high res
Words: supply up to 45 
Logo: supply .ai or .eps file

Client Supplied
Size: 90mm w x 54mm h

Member benefits
R A C  M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N  2 0 1 7

RECEIVE A 35% DISCOUNT 
FLOREAT PROPERTY 
SETTLEMENTS 
60 words to go herenon porum haruntium anim qui bearita  
quas utemper iorrum quid militat. Is dolorem. que labo.  
Nam, corporeri in nus aborate rehenim etur, sam, quuntius 
sequ qui tem natur, tes sentibusam utemper iorrum quid militat. 
Harcidis mo corisquid eos delit molupta temoditiatem inter 
santotassunt veles moluptas esti dolupidessi quiscil  
sequ qui tem natur, tes sentib

WE’LL MATCH ANY WRITTEN QUOTE

Call 0418 928 902
or email floreat@multiline.com.au

LOGO

RECEIVE A 35% DISCOUNT 
FLOREAT PROPERTY SETTLEMENTS

45 words to go herenon porum harun  
tium anim qui bearita quas utemper  
iorrum quid militat. Is dolorem. que labo.  
Nam, corporeri in nus aborate rehenim  
etur, sam quuntius sequi santotassunt.  
Ali tium anim qui bearita quas utemper  
iorrum quid militat. Is dolorem. que labo.

Call 0418 928 902
or email us for more info 
floreat@multiline.com.au
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Member benefits

Full Page Offer Button Guide 

Size:  44mm
Colour:  Blue 58, 32, 18, 54
 Yellow 0, 15, 100, 0 

Half Page Offer Button Guide 

Size:  28mm

Quarter Page Offer Button Guide 

Size:  22mm

Copy must be sentence case

R A C  M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N  2 0 1 7

RAC 
members  

receive

$500 
off 

RRP

RAC 
members  

receive

$500 
off 

RRP

RAC 
members  

receive

$500 
off 

RRP

Save up to 

20%
on selected  

products

Save up to 

20%
on selected  

products

Save up to 

20%
on selected  

products

13/13pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

8/7pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

6/5pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

13pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

8pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

6pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

36/27pt
Stag Sans Semibold
Yellow

22/17pt
Stag Sans Semibold
Yellow

16/13pt
Stag Sans Semibold
Yellow

45pt
Stag Sans Semibold

Yellow

28pt
Stag Sans Semibold

Yellow

22pt
Stag Sans Semibold

Yellow

8pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

8pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

6pt
Stag Sans Medium
White

13pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

8/8pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

6/6pt
Stag Sans Medium

White

• Button sizes will be provided on request
• No drop shadow
• Stag Sans will be provided on request
• Droplet to be used in these sizes and colours only

Mod: 7/12/16 External

Advertisers can supply their own artwork provided they 
incorporate the RAC droplet as part of their design. 
The offer droplet allows members to easily identify 
the offer available to them. Copy within the droplet 
must be sentence case. Maximum of one droplet per 
advertisement.


